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If I Could Talk To The Animals 

David N. Blank-Edelman 
Northeastern University CCS 
LISA 2001 Invited Talk 

Itinerary 

•  Motivation 
•  Thesis 
•  Decision making 
•  Teaching the necessary skills 
•  Where/how they are found in the vet 

curricula 
•  Interesting things/ways they learn 
•  Applying this to our profession 
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Important Warning 

I am not a veterinarian Nor do I play one on TV 
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Untangling the Topic 
•  Be sure to look at the moon in this talk 
•  Diagnosis, not prognosis 
•  Diagnosis, not diagnostic procedures 
•  Diagnosis, not synonymous w/problem solving 

Motivation to Listen to Me Yammer 

•  Diagnosis is a core skill in our field 
–  We do it all day long… 

•  for our employer 
•  for our friends, family, random strangers 

•  We need to procreate and mature 
–  And the faster, the better 

•  So why aren’t we thinking harder about this? 
–  Some people are (e.g. Burgess, Limoncelli, et. al.) 

•  Can we bootstrap this process by looking at how 
another profession does this? 
–  If so, which? 
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Should We Ask a Mechanic? 
No. 

•  They can pull parts 
and put them back in 
again. 

•  Their world does not 
fluctuate as much. 

•  They have much 
better instrumentation 
than we do. 

Should We Ask a Doctor? 

Getting warmer, but no. 

•  Works on the same 
species. 

•  Largely has the luxury 
of communicating 
directly with the 
patient for diagnostic 
information. 
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Should We Ask a Veterinarian? 

Yes. 

•  In common: 
–  Large variety of 

different species 
–  Can’t easily replace 

parts and have patient 
live. 

–  Diagnostic information 
comes from a third 
source. 

Stay on Target, Red Leader! 

•  Really, really hard to avoid making as 
many analogies as possible 

•  Push this too far, it will break: 
– Anesthesia, euthanasia, restraint training, 

pain management, necropsy… 
•  Pushing it a little bit is ok, for example: 

– Potential flaw #1: scaling issues 
– Potential flaw #2: team issues 
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Let’s take off our clothes and 
get abstract for a while… 

decision making 

Flavors of Decision Making 

•  Deductive logical thinking 
– classical approaches 
– what people are taught (more often than not) 

•  Naturalistic decision making 
– Some say this is what experts really do 
– Certain settings provoke it: 

•  time pressure, high-stakes, experienced decision 
makers, inadequate information, ill-defined goals, 
poorly-defined procedures, cue learning, context, 
dynamic conditions 
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Classical Approaches 

Rational choice strategy (P. Soelberg): 
1.  Identify the set of options 
2.  Identify ways of evaluating the options 
3.  Weight each evaluation dimension 
4.  Perform the rating 
5.  Pick the option with the highest score 

 Cool idea, but he found people didn’t 
always use it when he expected them to. 

Making Better RCS decisions 
(I.L. Janis and M.L Mann) 

•  Thoroughly canvas a wide range of options 
•  Survey a full range of objectives 
•  Carefully weight the costs, risk and benefits of 

each option 
•  Intensively search for new information in 

evaluating options 
•  Assimilate all new information 
•  Reexamine the positive and negative 

consequences of each option 
•  Carefully plan to include contingencies if various 

risks occur 
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Stage Models (of Problem Solving) 
(as characterized by Raanan Lipshitz and Orna Bar-Ilan) 

•  Two stages: idea getting and idea evaluation 
•  Three stages: problem finding, design of 

alternatives, and choice 
•  Four stages: understanding the problem, 

devising a plan, carrying out the plan, and 
evaluating it 

•  Five stages: identifying the problem, defining it, 
evaluating possible solutions, acting, and 
evaluating success 

Stage Models (cont) 
•  Six stages: identifying the problem, obtaining 

necessary information to identify causes, 
generating possible solutions, evaluating various 
solutions, selecting a strategy for performance, 
performing and revising the solution 

•  Seven stages: problem sensing, problem 
definition, alternative generation, alternative 
evaluation, choice, action planning, and 
implementation. 

•  Eight stages:… 

Interesting, but these are hard with ill-defined goals 
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Recognition-Primed Decision Model 
(Klein 1998) 

The ‘R’ in RPD 

•  Recognition allows for the identification of 
analogues and goals (and the linkage) 

•  Analogues generates expectancies and provide 
a structure for predictions 

•  Expectancies help us perceive: 
–  Relevant cues 
–  Fine distinctions, i.e. important and unimportant 

differences (zone of indifference) 
–  Leverage points/choke points 
–  Absence, anomaly, and counter-factuals 
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Mental Simulation 

 used in three places in RPD: 
1. Forming situation awareness 
2. Generating expectancies 
3. Evaluating course of action 

Problems with Mental Simulation 

•  Sometimes they lead you astray 
–  C. Perrow described de minimus explanations 
–  May cause overconfidence, especially if you become 

wedded to a particular one 
–  A simulation is not situational awareness, but can be 

confused as such 
•  Humans are not very good at it when things 

become complicated 
•  Luckily, they can be self-correcting,  

e.g. M. Cohen’s snap-back theory 
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How People Choose Between These Models 

Task Conditions RPD RCS 
Greater time pressure 
Higher experience level 
Dynamic conditions 
Ill-defined goals 
Need for justification 
Conflict resolution 
Optimization 
Greater computational complexity 

= more likely to be used 

Expertise Levels 

novice competent proficient expert 
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Expertise and Decision Making 

•  Novices do better with Rational Choice 
Strategy, but that’s not our end goal. 

•  Let’s talk about experts. 

Experts 
•  Perception is different 

–  Fine discrimination, big picture, opportunity/cue/pattern (and 
anomaly/absence) detection skills 

•  See options, not decisions 
–  Comparative vs. singular evaluation 
–  Herbert Simon’s term “satisficing” 

•  Not optimization, that is too hard/takes too much time 
•  How do you know you’ve got a good option? Mental simulation 

•  Handle time pressure better (perhaps because of RPD) 
•  Don’t “fly behind the plane” 
•  Know their own limitation and when they are losing the 

big picture  
•  Can improvise (Lisa Di Bello) 
•  Problems: stereotypes and assumptions 
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Veterinary Diagnostic Experts 

•  How do you know one when you see one? 
– A person who, with a minimum of expense to 

owner, in the shortest time, with least number 
of tests, with the least invasive procedures, 
and the least patient morbidity and suffering, 
can bring a case to a satisfactory outcome. 
Outcome: optimal satisfaction to client, owner 
and vet. (Kleine) 

– Timing (Steward) 
– Quality of life vs. beat the disease focus 

(Steward) 

Sysadmin Expert 

•  How do you know one when you see one? 

•  There will be a one-question quiz at the 
end of this talk. This will be that question. 
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Teaching These Skills 

What Do You Need to Give to a Novice? 

•  Knowledge base 
•  Ways to gather diagnostic information and 

reduce diagnostic ambiguity (including 
communications skills) 

•  A way of organizing and representing this 
information (e.g. rules, patterns, schemes, an 
understanding of correlation, stories) 

•  Ability to apply general knowledge to specific 
situations and other methodological tools 

•  Experience (more on this in a moment) 
•  Training in ethics (dNb) 
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Experience Does Not Equal Expertise 

•  Twenty years of experience is different from one year 
twenty times (Kleine) 

•  Meaningful learning takes place when theory meets 
experience in real time (Kleine) 

•  Shanteau says translation doesn’t occur as well when: 
–  The stimuli is dynamic 
–  Need to predict human behavior 
–  Feedback unavailable 
–  Not enough repetition 

•  Feedback is an important key 
–  In the learning process and in the field 
–  Learn how to distinguish valid feedback 

How Do Experts Learn? 
(Klein) 

•  Deliberate practice (with goals and 
evaluation criteria) 

•  Compile extensive experience bank 
•  Obtain feedback that is accurate, 

diagnostic, and reasonable timely 
•  Review prior experiences to derive new 

insights and lessons from mistakes 
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Half time video 

Was Dr. Doolittle a sysadmin,  
or did he just have latent 
sysadmin tendencies? 

4931083597028501900275777672390764957284907772150208632080750184097926
2788509765886455780201366007328679544734112831735367831201557535981978
5450548115719393458773300380099326195058764525023820408110189885042615
1765799417042508890370291190158700304794328260738214695415703302279875
5768189560162403006411151690087287983819425827167456477481668434792846
4580929131531860070010043353189363193439129486044503709919800477094629
2155818071116915303187628847787835415759328910932954473508818824654950
6000501900627470530538116427829426747485349652574536815117065502819055
5265622135314631042100866286797114446706366921982586158111251555650481
3420768673234076550548591082695626669306623679970210481239656251800681
8323653959348395675357557532461902348106470098775302795618689292538069
3305204238149969945456945774138335689906005870832181270486113368202651
5905166351874029018197693937677852928722109550412925792573818660584501
5055250274994771883129310457698090915304613359419030258813205932277444
3852550466779024518697062627788891979580423065750615669834695617797879
6592016440519399607169811126151956102762832339825791423321726961443744
3810564855293488763492103098870287874532331325321226786332837027925099
7499694887759369159176445880327183847402359330203748885067557065879194
6113419323078148544364543751132070986063907464175641216350423880029678
0855867037038750941076982118376549920520436825585464228850242996332268
5369124648550007559166402472924071645072531967449995294484347419021077
2960682055813092362683798795196619979828552588716109613656178074566159
2488660889816456854172136292084665627913147846679155096515431011353858
6208196875836883595577893914545393568199609880854047659073589728989834
2504712891841626587896821853808795627903997862944939760546753482125675
0121517082737107646270712467532102483678159400087505452543537  
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How Are Vets Taught? 

•  27 accredited schools in the US 
•  4 in Canada 
•  Largely 4 year schools, last year is heavily 

clinical 
•  Extremely competitive, rigorous admission 

standards.  
•  They are hard work after you get in too. 

My “Research” 
•  I reviewed all the available curricula listings from 

US schools (~70%) 
•  I followed up with question to representatives 

from ~⅓ of the schools 
•  Getting hold of veterinarians is hard, getting hold 

of veterinarians that teach is very hard. 
•  I asked at least these two questions: 

–  Where/how do you explicitly teach diagnostic skills? 
–  Where/how do you teach about acquisition of 

diagnostic information from an owner of an animal? 
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Example Answers 
•  Some standard answers: 

–  Everywhere and nowhere (you fool) 
–  Problem Based Learning 
–  Clinical years (rounds, etc)  

•  Cornell university: 
–  Entirely PBL in the 1st 2½ years 
–  Clinics in the second year sometimes videotaped 
–  Community practices service (see healthy animals) 

•  Iowa State: 
–  PBL-hybrid class in 1st 4 semesters which includes fake patients 

with problems 
–  Communications skills class taught by counselors,  

not vets 

Example Answers 2 
•  University of Illinois-Urbana: 

–  One faculty member thinks vets need to emulate our profession 
and be more logical in their behavior 

•  University of Minnesota: 
–  Clinical skills class focuses on history taking 

•  Michigan State University: 
–  Four phases in their curriculum: normality, abnormality, 

intervention/prevention (including diagnosis), clerkship 
•  Tufts: 

–  Several standardized client interview with actors 
•  Virginia-Maryland Regional College: 

–  Specific problems solving classes (SA, LA) 
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Clinical History Taking 
(from Dr. Molgaard’s class CVM6301/2 at University of Minnesota) 

•  Demonstrate effective medical interviewing techniques and 
communicate effectively with clients. The student will:  
–  appropriately begin and end the interview 
–  use open ended and directed questions appropriately 
–  define and pursue problems 
–  use language the client understands 
–  communicate empathy and concern 
–  use appropriate techniques that will put the client at ease  
–  demonstrate appropriate professional behavior  

•  Elicit a complete medical history. The student will:  
–  identify the chief complaint(s) 
–  define and pursue major problem(s) and their chronology 
–  follow a standard format for eliciting a history as outlined on the 

VTH history sheet 

Clinical History 2 
•  perform a physical examination in a systematic and 

consistent manner  
•  demonstrate use of perceptual skills: inspection, 

palpation, and auscultation  
•  demonstrate correct use of selected instruments (e.g. 

stethoscope, otoscope)  
•  Organize and accurately record data from the history and 

physical examination using a standard format.  
•  Following review of the history and physical examination 

findings, define a patient’s problem(s) and begin to 
generate a list of rule-outs based on previous 
knowledge, physiology, and anatomy. Present an oral 
case summary clearly and concisely (see example 
below).  
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Clinical History 3 
 Small Animal 
This case is a _____ year old, _____ (gender, spayed/neutered/
intact), _____ (breed) dog/cat presented on _____ (date) for 
evaluation of _____ (chief complaint). Summarize history in 1-3 
sentences including duration of problem and progression. On 
physical examination, the abnormal findings were _____ (describe). 
The problems identified so far are _____ (list).  

Example: This case is a 3 year old female spayed German 
Shepherd presented on September 25 for evaluation of coughing. 
The coughing began 4 days ago after the dog was boarded and has 
worsened over the past 2 days. The cough is harsh and non-
productive, and occurs in episodes 8-10 times per day. Appetite and 
attitude have not changed. On physical examination, the abnormal 
finding was increased tracheal sensitivity with tracheal palpation 
eliciting a harsh hacking cough. The problem identified so far is 
coughing. The primary rule out is kennel cough, although other 
causes of upper respiratory disease are still being considered.  
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How to take A Good History 1 
(Molgaard) 

•  Introduction 
–  Greet Client 
–  Build rapport 
–  Confirm owner information 
–  Confirm patient signalment – including use (horses) or when 

they freshened and how much milk they are producing (cow) 
–  Use correct gender! 

•  Throughout the process: 
–  Use appropriate terminology 
–  Ask unbiased questions 
–  Use open vs. closed questions as needed 
–  Maintain eye contact, body language should show interest 

How to take A Good History 2 
(Molgaard) 

I. History of Chief Complaint (reason client has presented 
the animal to you) 
–  Questions may pursue “location, quality, severity, onset, duration, 

frequency, setting, factors that increase or decrease the signs, 
associated problems, and progression or improvement of problems” 

–  Questions should attempt to verify and localize onset/duration, 
progression, prior treatment 

II. Past History 
•  Medical Illness, Surgical, Reproductive, Adverse Drug Reaction, 

Trauma 
III. Housing/Animal contact 
IV. Preventive medication/Vaccinations/Dates 
V. Systems Review 
VI. Diet/Nutritional History 
VII. Behavioral Changes 
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Teaching Tools 

•  DAMIT 
(used to help categorize a disorder) 
D    = degenerative 
A    = anomalous/anatomical 
M  = metabolic 
I   = idiopathic, iatrogenic, inflammatory,  

    immune-mediated 
T  = trauma. toxic, tumor 

Teaching Tools 2 

•  SOAP 
S   = subjective 

Info from owner, historical data 

O   = objective 
Skilled person could repeat 

A   = assessment 
Label the issue (in a gross or detailed way) 

P   = plan 

•  (Do sysadmins need acronyms like this?) 
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Teaching Tools 3 

•  Miscellaneous advice: 
– Slow down, don’t be quick to diagnose 

•  Students initially accustomed to instant answers 
•  They watch their mentors jump to conclusions 
•  Jump to wrong conclusions.  
•  Reasoning backwards 

– Find a single problem first before looking for 
multiple causes (Hypothetico-deductive) 

– Nobody gets out of here without an injection. 

Stories 
•  Ingredients (Klein): 

–  Agents 
–  Predicament 
–  Intentions 
–  Actions 
–  Objects 
–  Causality 
–  Context 
–  Surprises 

•  Good ways of encapsulating complex/ill-formed models 
–  not just shared stories, but shared interpretations 

•  Some stories are more useful than others 
•  PBL is largely stories 
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Problem List Generator 

•  Dr. Holly Bender (and others) at Virginia-
Maryland Regional College of Veterinary 
Medicine 

•  Been teaching clinical pathology for 10 years, 
2nd year 2nd semester class 

•  Study the norms (do we?) 
•  Problem: turn rote memorizers into problem 

solvers with a framework and method of thinking 
•  Built a tool call the PLG 

PLG 2 

•  PLG 
– Extract relevant data from observations 
–  Identify data abnormalities 
– Name them 
– Construct a causal hierarchy 
– Causal hierarchy uses history/data 

abnormalities as supporting evidence 
– Make a diagnosis 
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Simulations 
•  Good simulations are sometimes better than real 

life because: 
–  Stop the action 
–  Back up and see what happened 
–  Run many trials one after another 

•  Klein’s Crystal ball exercises 
•  Two simulations: 

–  Dr. Wayne E. Wingfield at Colorado State 
–  Dr. Dez Hughes and Ernest Ostro at University of 

Pennsylvania 

What Can We Learn Copy? 
•  Bad news: 

–  No way we can replicate the rigor of the vet 
educational experience 

–  There are only pockets of concentrated interest in this 
topic (radiology) 

–  They rely heavily on their on-the-job experiences to 
teach these skills too.  

–  Scaling/team questions 
–  Vet schools don’t (and perhaps they can’t) create 

experts. Let’s not give up that easily. 

novice competent proficient expert 
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What Can We Copy? 2 

•  Good news, let’s start to think about: 
– Maybe the normality, abnormality, 

intervention/prevention, clinical practice model 
– Problem Based Learning 
– Standardized case histories & presentation 
– Communication classes with fake users 
– Benefiting from the decision process research 
– Using tools like the PLG 
– Building better tools, like simulators or… 

Games 

•  Burgess’ work on game theory suggests 
maybe we need some sysadmin games 

•  Two models for games: 
– Black & White 
– SimSysadmin 

•  Help me build these: dnb@pobox.com 
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